
Intelligent Solutions with Salesforce’s Success Platform

Wave Analytics Cloud allows business users, analysts,
admins, IT and developers to explore any data and discover
the insights needed to drive results!

Analytics Cloud Flash Accelerators
As an accredited Analytics Cloud Partner, our Certified team will work closely with you
and your organization over a several week engagement, understand your data, and
your analytics objectives, and implement the most important capabilities of Wave
Analytics to meet your initial needs. Your team will be able to drill down into datasets,
get instant insights, and create better outcomes for your business and your
customers in a Flash!

ü Provide insights for your Business, Sales and Customer Service teams

ü Explore your data on a desktop or your mobile device of choice

ü Extract, transform and build compelling visual Dashboards from data external to
Salesforce such as other BI, ERP or Big Data sources

ü Drive better customer experiences and business outcomes

flash accelerators
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NEURAFLASH 
at a Glance
---------------------

Trusted Advisor to 
hundreds of 
customers

---------------------
Salesforce Cloud Services

Wave Analytics
Service Cloud

Community Cloud
Field Service
Sales Cloud

Digital Channels

---------------------
Artificial Intelligence

Predictive Apps
Automation with 

Chatbots

---------------------
Consulting Services

Professional Services
Systems Integration

UX Design
Conversational Interfaces

Usability Testing
Implementation

Optimization
Training and Enablement



flash accelerators

Flash Insights Flash Insights Plus Flash Insights Custom

Objective

Enable out-of-the-box Sales or 
Service Wave Apps and get off 

the ground with powerful 
insights in a Flash

Customize Sales or Service 
Wave Apps and gain more 
specific insights into your 
business to drive results

Create deeper views into your 
data and provide your 
business with more 

actionable metrics with 
customized Wave Dashboards

Timeframe 1 week 2 weeks 3-4 weeks +

Includes Configuration of Sales or 
Service Wave App

Configuration of Sales or 
Service Wave App, customize 

per your Workflows and 
Processes

Design and iterative 
development of customized 

Dashboard(s)

Dashboards Out of Box Customized Out of the Box Fully Custom

Data Sets Salesforce Salesforce Salesforce + External

User Training End user walkthrough End user walkthrough End user walkthrough + 
Dashboard building

Price Starting at $3,000 Starting at $7,500 Starting at $15,000

Flash Insights with Wave Apps from Salesforce “Wave Apps from Salesforce help speed your organization’s time-to-
value with Wave Analytics”. NeuraFlash will quickly help you configure Service Wave or Sales Wave Dashboards,
unlocking insights from your existing Salesforce data.

Flash Insights Plus with Wave Apps from Salesforce Our certified team will help you quickly configure Service Wave or
Sales Wave Dashboards, then customize the Wave App to meet your business needs by expanding on top of the out of
the box Dashboards per your Workflows & Processes.

Flash Insights Custom In partnership with your business team, BA’s and other executives we will understand your
requirements and the insights your business needs, and design and implement dashboards in an iterative fashion on the
Salesforce Analytics Cloud. By leveraging our deep Analytics knowledge with other platforms and technologies, we will
provide an integrated Analytics solution by bringing data from other sources like ERP, Accounting, Contact Centers,
marrying it with Salesforce data and deliver it on the Wave Analytics Platform.
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About NeuraFlash Certified Salesforce Consultants and Developers, Artificial Intelligence experts, UX designers,
and Analytics analysts sharply focused on designing and implementing the most intelligent and powerful solutions
possible. Trusted Advisors for 20+ years to F1000 Brands, we are Intelligent Experience Experts, integrating the power of
A.I. and Analytics with Salesforce.
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